
 
 

 



 
 



r9. D

20. c

2t. c

Williams assisted Bethune in influencing the ad-
vancement of blacks within the NyA. Therefore.
you can elirninate Choices B and D.
The opening sentence of the first paragraph indi-
cates that Williams was one of Bethune's white
friends; references to him in the second paragraph
suggest he was a l.iberal. Therefore, you can
eliminate Choice A.
Nothing in the passage suggests Williams was
religious. Therefore, you can eliminate Choice E.
Only Choice C is left. It is the correct answer.

22. A Bethune's success in getting Dickerson's appoint-
ment is a clear example of her impact.
Choice B is incorrect. The author stresses how

.helpful Bethune was to Dickerson, not how dif-
ferent Bethune's career was from Dickerson's.

. Choice C is incorrect. Dickerson is not the sub-
ject of the paragraph that follows. Choice D is
incorrect. The author brings up Bethune's belief
in the "New Negro" well after he mentions her
assistance to Dickerson. He draws no connection
between Dickerson and the "New Negro." Also
Choice E is incorrect. The author is making a
point about Bethune, not about Dickerson.

Mathematical Aptitude Section

23. D This is not an arithmetic tesr. Also. time does not
permit using the standard method of long division.
Observe rhar the dividend ends with the digit g antl
the divisor ends with rhe digit 3. The quotient musr
end with the digir 6.

quotient

divisor

of the formal beauty that distinguishes the classi-
cal works of Dante and Virgil. Therefore, you can
eliminate Choice B.
Metic'ulous planning of arti,stic, works is a likely
characteristic of classicism. The passage talks of
the carefully planned compositions of the classi-
cist Dante; it also tells of the structurally flawed
compositions of the romantic Goethe. Therefore,
you can eliminate Choice A.
Only choice D is left. It is the correct answer.
The author both admires Goethe's writings and
notes their flaws; his attitude is one of measured
odmirotion.
The entire passage shows Bethune's impact on
her people's progress.

You can arrive at the correct answer by the
process of elimination.

A Time elapsed is 20 minutes.
20.1 ^
m 'r j ol an hour.

D The entire student body = 6 a t.
8^

Tfi = part o[ entire student body composed of girls

26. E Letx = BC - AB.
Using the Pythagorean Theorem,
(.r)2+(r)2=(t0)2
or 2x2 = 100. or.r2 * 50.

24.

Area-of L,ABC = lUaltncl. orl{i{i, o,
ik)'. o, |{so1 = ,t

27. C lf the sum of the lengths of 3 sides of a squarc = r,
then each side = i anU + sides = f.

28. E The increase was 2e.
increase
;iffii x loo = Percent increase

2et
lTt=t=tt.tvo

29:.8 3x*4x* 5x: lEOo

l2.r = 180"
x=l5o

.'. measure of angles : 45o, 6Oo, and 75o

30. D ln a rectingle rhe length is perpendicular to the width.
The area of the rectangle equals the product of the
length (one of the sides) and the width (the other side).

31. C Th€ sum of the measure of the angles of a triangle
equals l80o; l80o + 3 = 60o.

32. B lf the value of a fraction is l, the numerator equals
(has the same value as) the denominator.
a*b=c+2b
a-c=b

33. C 4r -2+2x * I *x +9=29
7x*E=29

7x=21

Thus, side 4x - 2= l0 
t 3

sidex * 9 = l2
side2.r 4I =7 {answerl

34. A .r = vidrh [given]
...r * 5 = length

,r(.r + 5) = a!ea, or stea = 12 + 5.r

35. C LABE'= LDBF [venical angles]
L DBF = ro [given]
,', ABE = x"
L ABC = 90'IAB r BC]
;. EBC = 90o - ro

.yo=90o-ro
./=90-x

36. D LCED&EO
LCDE z tEo - (E0 + 30) or70

zo = 180 : 7O or ll0
37. E The area of ACDE = ar€a of rectangle BCDE - area

of A,ABC.
Arca of BCDE = ry

Arca of AABC = 1
2

Arca of ACDE = ,y - Yi

38. C LACB 3 lgO - (E0 + 50) or 50
.'. AB = AC llt 2 qngles of a A are equal, the sides

opposite those angles are equal.l

t<



39. D r and/ory may have. negative values.

N. C % meansi5.

i*=(I)(#) -#
q. Ltffi=3+

3+ > 0.12

+2.sff=ftcotumnAl

T=ftcotumnnl
i'*

a:. A o.lr kilograrn is aboul j of a kilogram or I of 2'2

pounds, which is 0.7 pound. Column A is I pound'
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